


The Haven collection draws inspiration from the singular qualities 
we associate with home—comfort, well-being, warmth, softness, 

and a profound sense of place. In design and construction, Haven 
evokes the supple textures of a favorite sweater or a graceful woven 
fabric. The collection’s inviting color palette blends sophisticated 
neutrals with colorways of apricot, mint, and rosewood to create 
an impression of both subtlety and substance. The patterns in the 
Haven line are similarly understated and versatile, as familiar as a 

well-loved living room rug.

COVER AND RIGHT:   FAMILIAR (5T2 3 5 )  IN GREIGE (35516)

Haven brings the feeling of 
home to all the places life 
takes us.

Inhabiting 
Haven



HONEST (5T2 3 6 )  IN ROSEWOOD (35870) AND NEST (5T2 3 8 )  IN ESPRESSO (38585)



SHELTER (5T24 0 )  IN ROSEWOOD (38870)

A place to be inspired.
Look to new frontiers, feeling rooted in the  

pursuit of creativity and exploration.

Haven reimagines the workplace as an extension of home, and through 
transpor ting the colors, textures, and patterns of home to of f ice 
environments, Haven celebrates the increasingly intimate connection 
linking home life and professional life. By blurring old distinctions 
between residential and commercial space, Haven embraces a more 
nuanced understanding of how we live today—finding home wherever  
our creativity and passion take us.



A place to connect.
Forge new relationships in a shared  

space of communal belonging.

IDENTIT Y (5T2 37 )  IN GREIGE (35516)



Uninterrupted
When installed together, Haven Collection carpet tile is designed to sit 
seamlessly beside our 5mm Luxury Vinyl Tile (LVT). No transition strips 
are necessary. The consistency and harmony of the products create 
a sense of warmth and refinement. This feature provides the perfect 
solution for multi-use spaces that require dif ferent materials in  
close proximity.

Comfort of Home
The Haven collection creates inviting and warm workspaces that 
become destinations of both focus and respite. By ef fectively 
increasing sound absorption, Haven helps to manage the acoustics  
of busy, open work environments.

Any order can be upgraded with EcoLogix backing for increased 
comfort and improved acoustics. Easier to install than separate  
tile and cushion alternatives and constructed of 100% recycled PET 
plastic bottles, EcoLogix advanced cushioning material enhances 
the comforts of home to meet the challenges of today’s of fice 
environments.

LEF T: NEST (5T2 3 8 )  IN FOG (38518)

R IGHT: HONEST (5T2 3 6 )  AND  FAMILIAR (5T2 3 5 )  IN R AINSTORM (35535) AND MINT (35327 )
 SOLITUDE LV T (0 6 4 8V )  IN COT TONWOOD (48120)



A place to focus.
Take charge of the latest project, 

with a feeling of the familiar.

DWELLING (5T2 3 9 )  IN FOG (38518) AND APRICOT (38675)



CREDITS

COV E R  R ADIAL PALOMA COFFEE TABLE BY LUTECA  PAG E 2 – 3 LOW BACK ARMADA 

ARMCHAIR BY MOROSO, BERGBOMS BR ASS DOMED FLOOR L AMP FROM L AW TON MULL, 

R ADIAL PALOMA COFFEE TABLE AND A IR SOFA BY LUTECA  PAGE 4 – 5 EUGENIO CHAIRS 

BY LU TECA ,  P IN COAT TR EE BY KOLEKS IYO N   PAG E 6 –7 WHITE SACHE T CH A IR S BY 

DAVIS, JOHANNES HOOG SCULPTURE FROM WEINBERG MODERN  PAGE 8 – 9  BAUHAUS 

COCK TAIL TABLES FROM DÉMIURGE, GABRIEL A VALENZUEL A HIRSCH FLOOR L AMP FROM 

REGENER ATION  PAGE 10  FR ANCK CHARTR AIN NESTING TABLES FROM MAISON GER ARD 

PAGE 14 –15 VINTAGE BL ACK LE ATHER SPIDER LOUNGE FROM L AW TON MULL

A place to be social.
Share an intimate conversation in a  

setting that feels like home.

LEISURE (CT4 3 62 0 ) ,  HOST (CT4 3 614) ,  AND  INHABIT (CT4 3249 )  IN R AINSTORM (35535) 

SOLITUDE LV T (0 6 4 8V )  IN COT TONWOOD (48120)

Custom at Your Command
Haven’s custom line has the versatility to create a unique mood or 
style statement tailored to the spirit of any project. The products are 
particularly well-suited to hospitality applications, affording endless 
possibilities for dramatic compositions keyed to the design of a lobby, 
gathering space, or guest room. Building of f twenty-two styles, 
designers can customize pattern and color and specify additional 
features such as Shaw’s EcoLogix backing.

Custom carpet tiles are sized at 9in × 36in / 22cm × 92cm but can  
be customized to any size we offer. A minimum quantity is required  
per order.


